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Photo Dictionary 

 
a bag of rice 

/ raɪs / 

 
a bottle   
/ ˈbɑːtl / 

 
candles  
/ ˈkændl / 

 
a century  
/ ˈsentʃəri / 

 
continents  
/ ˈkɒntɪnənt / 

 
a cup 
/ kʌp / 

 
deaf 
/ def / 

 
a glass   
/ ɡlæs / 

 
Iran language 

institute 
/ ˈɪnstɪtjuːt / 

 
laughing  
/ læfɪŋ / 

 
means of 

communication  
/ miːnz / 

 
a parking lot 

/ ˈpɑːkɪŋ $ ˈpɑːr  lɑːt / 

 
five regions   

/ ˈriːdʒən / 

 
a sharpener 

 / ˈʃɑːrpənər, ˈʃɑːrpnər / 

 
a loaf of bread  

/ loʊf / 

 
sign language  

/ saɪn ˈlæŋɡwɪdʒ / 

 
a slice of pizza 

/ slaɪs / 

 
percent  

/ pəˈsent $ pər- / 
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New Words and Expressions 
 

 

 
Deaf people cannot hear anything or are not able to hear well, so they 

cannot use words to communicate. They use sign language for 
communication. Sign language is the language that uses hand movements 
instead of spoken words. 

 

Glossary 
deaf / def / adjective: unable to hear anything or unable to hear well  ناشنوا، کر 
communicate / kəˈmjuːnɪkeɪt / verb: to exchange information with other people, 
                                                               using words, signs, writing etc. 

 ارتباط برقرار کردن

ˈsign ̩ language; noun: a language that uses hand movements instead of spoken words, 
                                    used by people who cannot hear well زبان اشاره 

communication / kəmjuːnɪˈkeɪʃ ə n / noun:  the process by which people exchange 
                                                                         information or express their thoughts  
                                                                         and feelings 

 ارتباط

 

 
Some people cannot use words to ………… with other people because they cannot hear well or 

they are not able to hear anything at all. Such people are ………… . They use ………… instead of 

spoken words to make their ………… possible.  
 

 

Most people frequently use their mother tongue to 
communicate with the people from their country. They can 
speak it fluently and can understand other people well. But, 
they need to learn a foreign language if they want to 
communicate with people from other parts of the world. 
Some of them go to language institutes to learn a language. 
There, they can learn all the points by practicing with their classmates.  

In some towns and villages, there are no language institutes available. The people from these 
regions don’t usually learn any other languages and often have problems in communicating with 
people from other countries. Besides, they can’t use books and magazines written in other 
languages. 

  

Passage 1 

Passage 2 
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Glossary 
frequently / ˈfriːkwəntli / adverb: very often or many times به کراتبارها ،  
mother ˈtongue; noun:  native language/tongue زبان مادری 
fluent / ˈfluːənt / adjective: able to speak a language very well ،سلیس روان  
understand /ˌʌndərˈstænd / verb: to know the meaning of what someone is telling you فهمیدن 
institute / ˈɪnstɪtuːt / noun: an organization that has a particular purpose, especially one 
                                           that is connected with education 

 موسسه

point / pɔɪnt / noun: a single fact, idea, or opinion نکته 
available / əˈveɪləb ə l / adjective: (of things) that you can get, buy or find در دسترس 
region /ˈriːdʒə n / noun: a large area منطقه 
besides / bɪˈsaɪdz / adverb, preposition: in addition to بعالوه، عالوه بر این 

 

  
To learn a foreign language well and speak it …………, you should go to 
a language ………… . You can learn all the grammatical ………… well 
in your language class. But, the problem is that in some parts of the 
country, there are not such places ………… to learn a language.  How can 
people from these ………… learn a foreign  language?  
Fortunately, there are other ways to learn a language in this new age of 
communication.  Nowadays, most people ………… use the Internet to 

learn a language. On the Internet, they both read and listen to different materials. …………, they 
can download magazines and books and work on them later.  
All of us can ………… and use our mother ………… well. If we practice a foreign language 
carefully, we can learn it as well as our native language. 
 

 
Two of my friends had a project to start a language institute in our 

town. They asked me to help them, but I didn’t. To be honest, once I 
had started an institute on my own ,but I wasn’t successful. So I didn’t 
want to experience it again.  

Now, I’m not absolutely sure what they are going to do. They may 
start an institute with the help of Dr. Soheili. 

  
 

Glossary 
project / ˈprɑːdʒekt / noun: a carefully planned piece of work to get information  
                                               about something, to build something, etc. 

 پروژه

honest / ˈɑːnɪst  / adjective: someone who is honest always tells the truth صادق، راستگو 
once / wʌns / adverb: on one occasion only یکبار 
experience / ɪkˈspɪriəns  / noun: knowledge or skill that you gain from doing a job 
                                                     or activity 

 تجربه

absolutely / ˌæbsəˈluːtli / adverb: completely ًکامال 

  
1. A: Did your friend pass the exam?  B: I’m not ………… sure. 
2. A: Can you get the job?  B: No, I don’t have enough ………… . 
3. A: Can you give me some money?  B: To be …………, I am a little short of money. 
4. A: How often does Mina go shopping?  B: ………… a week. 
5. A: Will you go climbing this weekend?   
    B: Sorry, I want to complete my ………… till next Tuesday. 

Passage 3 
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Passage 3 
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continues 19The conversation on page 

 
 
 

Meysam: Are you the only person who knows three foreign languages? 
Mr. Saberian: No, there is a Mr. Karimi who also knows three foreign languages. 
Meysam: Do you know where he works?  
Mr. Saberian: Yes, he works in this office. 
Meysam: Really? What languages does he know? 
Mr. Saberian: You  know, we were classmates both at school and in the language institute. We learned 
                          English and French together. Then I went to a university in Moscow and he went to 
                          Germany to continue his studies. 
Meysam: Oh, so he knows German, too. 
Mr. Saberian: Of course he does. He can speak it much more fluently than French and English. 

Comprehension Check Questions 

I. Answer the following questions. 
1. How many languages does Mr. Karimi know? 
2. Why did Mr. Karimi go to Germany? 
3. Do you like to continue your studies abroad? Why(not)? 

II. Put True or False. 
1. Mr. Karimi knows four languages.  True False  
2. Mr. Karimi is German. True False  
3. Mr. Karimi learnt English in an institute. True False  

III. Choose the best answer. 
1. Mr. Karimi ………… . 

a) works in the same office as Mr. Saberian does b) knows four foreign languages 
c) is a successful translator d) all a, b & c 

2. According to the conversation, ………… . 
a) Meysam wants to learn three foreign languages  
b) Mr. Karimi knows four languages 
c) Mr. Karimi knows four foreign languages  
d) Meisam works in an office 

3. The underlined word ‘continue’ means the opposite of ………… . 
a) go on  b) keep on  c) pick up d) give up 
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New Words and Expressions 
 

 

 

Imagine you just know your mother tongue and you are in a foreign 
country with no native speakers from your country around. What can 
you do to meet your needs in such a condition? Despite the fact that 
you are not deaf, you may use sign language.  

Once my friend and I took a trip to Spain. At the restaurant, we 
wanted to order some milk. Since we didn’t know any Spanish, I drew 
the picture of a cow on a piece of paper and tried to show that a man 
was getting milk from the cow and gave it to the waiter. The waiter 
took it and was away for half an hour. When he came back, he had two tickets in his hand for a 
bullfight. 

 

Glossary 
imagine / ɪˈmædʒɪn / verb: to form a picture or idea in your mind about what  
                                              something could be like 

 تصور کردن

native / ˈneɪtɪv / adjective: your native country, town etc. is the place where you 
                                            were born 

 )زبان( مادری
 )شهر، کشوری( زادگاه مادری

meet /miːt / verb: to do something that someone wants, or expects you to do برآورده ساختن 
despite / dɪˈspaɪt / preposition: used to say that something happens or is true even  
                                                  though something else might have prevented it  
                                                  SYN in spite of 

رغمعلی   

order / ˈɔːrdər / verb:  to ask for food or a drink in a restaurant سفارش دادن 
piece / piːs / noun: an amount of something that has been separated from the main 
                              part 

 تکه

 

 
1. A: What do you call ‘ the language that a person has learnt from birth’?   
    B: We call it ‘…………  language’. 
2. A: Are you ready to …………?   B: Yes, some French fries and a coke. 
3. A: What do your parents do to ………… your needs when they are away? 
    B: They always ask my older brother to help me with my homework.  
4. A: What are you eating?    B: Just a ………… of apple. 
5. A: Can he speak Arabic fluently?     
    B: ………… the fact that he has lived in Iraq for 20 years, he can’t speak it well. 
6. A: Can you ………… what it’s like here early in the morning? 
    B: I think it’s a true paradise . 

 

 

 

Passage 1 
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Passage 1 
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In this new age of communication, when people are far apart, it 
is possible for them to know about each other by means of 
different kinds of media such as telephone, Skype , telegram, and 
so on. But it is surprising to know that just a century ago, none of 
these media existed. Therefore, people didn’t know about each 
other when they were in different places.  

Fortunately, because of technology nowadays, people in 
different societies can exchange information with each other much more easily than ever before. 
So you see how valuable technology is. 

 

Glossary 
by means of something: using a particular method or system یِبه وسیله  
surprising / sərˈpraɪzɪŋ / adjective: unusual or unexpected آورتعجب  
exist /ɪɡˈzɪst / verb: to be present in a particular situation or place وجود داشتن 
therefore / ˈðerfɔːr / adverb: so بنابراین 
fortunately /ˈfɔːrtʃ ə nətli / adverb: happening because of good luck SYN luckily خوشبختانه 
society /səˈsaɪəti / noun: group of people who share laws, organizations etc. جامعه 
exchange / ɪksˈtʃeɪndʒ / verb: to give someone something and receive the same 
                                                 kind of thing from them at the same time 

معاوضه کردن مبادله کردن،  

valuable /ˈvæljəbəl / adjective: worth a lot of money OPP worthless با ارزش 
 

1. A: Does life ………… on Mars? B: I don’t think so. 
2. A: Did you go to the movies with Miguel after class? 
    B: No, my mother called me after class and asked me to go home. …………, I left him alone. 
3. A: How did Bob open the bottle?  B: By ………… of a bottle opener. 
4. A: Is it a good magazine?   

B: Yes, it has some ………… pieces of information about the environment. 
5. A: How can we ………… information with each other?  
    B: There are many ways, and the easiest way is through the Internet. 
6. A: I’m surprised at what people will do for money.   B: It’s really ………… . 
7. A: Are there enough jobs for people in our ………… .   B: I’m not sure. 
8. A: Is your son through with his studies?    B: …………, he is finished.  
 

 

 

Computers are becoming popular these days. They vary in size, 
quality and price. They range from tiny, pocket-sized computers to 
very large ones.  

I believe all the people need and use computers nowadays. Some 
people have personal computers at home. A computer is an 
electronic machine that uses programs to help you find information. 
It also controls other machines. So it’s clear that we must learn how 
to use a computer before we have our own computer. 

 

Passage 2 

Passage 3 
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Glossary 
popular / ˈpɑːpjələr / adjective:  liked by a lot of people OPP unpopular مردم پسند 
vary /ˈveri / verb: differ تفاوت داشتن، فرق کردن 
price /praɪs / noun: the amount of money you have to pay for something قیمت 
range /ˈreɪndʒ / verb: vary between limits نوسان داشتن، در تغییر بودن 
tiny /ˈtaɪni / adjective: extremely small بسیار کوچک 
own /əʊn / adjective: used to emphasize that something belongs to a particular  
                                     person or thing and not any other مال خود 

 
1. Akram: What do you wear when you go out?   Zahra: Well, it ………… . 
2. Maryam: Sorry, are you using my pencil?   Mina: No, it’s my ………… pencil. 
3. Mahdi: What is the most ………… drink in Iran?  Arash: I think tea is. 
4. Nima: Are computers the same in size, quality and …………? 
    Amin: No, they r………… from ………… computers to large ones. 
 
 Nokhbe Pupil wrote the passage below. She used some pictures instead of the 
words. Can you write down the words? 

It was late in the evening. I was in my cabin in the 

 

………… . The power went out. 

So, I took a 

 

………… and lighted it. I was very hungry. Therefore, I ate a loaf of 

 ………… with some cheese. There was a

 

 ………… of milk and two slices of 

 

………… available, too. After eating bread, I drank some milk and ate a slice of 

 

………… .  

 
The reading passage was about deaf people. I scanned it to 

find specific information about the deaf. I found some strange 
information. More than five percent of the world’s 
population -360 million people- has hearing loss (328 million 
adults and 32 million children). Over 90 percent of deaf 
children are born to hearing parents. Their means of 
communication is sign language. In my opinion, the deaf 
make up a large proportion of the population. What’s your 
idea?  

Passage 4 
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………… . The power went out. 

So, I took a 

 

………… and lighted it. I was very hungry. Therefore, I ate a loaf of 

 ………… with some cheese. There was a

 

 ………… of milk and two slices of 

 

………… available, too. After eating bread, I drank some milk and ate a slice of 

 

………… .  

 
The reading passage was about deaf people. I scanned it to 

find specific information about the deaf. I found some strange 
information. More than five percent of the world’s 
population -360 million people- has hearing loss (328 million 
adults and 32 million children). Over 90 percent of deaf 
children are born to hearing parents. Their means of 
communication is sign language. In my opinion, the deaf 
make up a large proportion of the population. What’s your 
idea?  

Passage 4 
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Glossary 
scan /skæn / verb: to read something quickly نگاه اجمالی کردن به 
specific / spəˈsıfık / adjective: detailed and exact ،خاص دقیق  
population /ˌpɑːpjʊˈleɪʃ ə n / noun: the number of people living in a particular area,  
                                                         country etc. 

 جمعیت

means / miːnz / noun:  a way of doing or achieving something راه، وسیله 
make up /ˈmeɪk ʌp / : to form something SYN constitute ،به وجود آوردن تشکیل دادن  
proportion /prəˈp ɔːrʃ ə n / noun: relationship between one thing or part and another 
                                                     in size, importance, etc. 

 نسبت، سهم

 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), over five percent of the world’s ………… 
live with hearing loss. 32 million of these people are children under the age of 15. These children 
………… a large ………… of the deaf. And the numbers of people in danger of hearing loss 
continue to grow every year. Their ………… of communication is sign language.  
Which country has the most hearing loss? To answer this question, I’ll give you a reading 
passage. You can ………… it and find ………… information about deaf people. 
 

 

The lesson was hard and the explanation was not completely clear. 
We asked the teacher to explain it again. She started to explain it step 
by step. She carefully told us all the points. We all understood it well. 
Then she suggested that we open our books to page 52 and do exercises 
3 and 4. We learnt all the points that day.  

Our teacher believes that it certainly takes time to learn a new skill 
well. She always says that we may make a lot of mistakes when we are 
learning something new, but we shouldn’t be afraid of making 
mistakes, and we should try hard until we get what we are after.  

 

Glossary 
explanation /ˌekspləˈneɪʃ ə n / noun: the reasons you give for why something 
                                                                happened or why you did something 

 توضیح

step /step / noun: a stage in a process, or a position on a scale ،گام مرحله  
suggest /səˈdʒest / verb: to tell someone your ideas about what they should do,  
                                          where they should go etc.; propose 

 پیشنهاد کردن

certainly/ ˈsɜːrtnli / adverb: without any doubt SYN definitely ،ًقطعاً یقینا  
skill /skɪl / noun: an ability to do something well مهارت 
mistake /mɪˈsteɪk / noun: something that has been done in the wrong way, or an 
                                           opinion or statement that is incorrect 

 اشتباه

afraid / əˈfreɪd / adjective: frightened SYN scared ترسیده 

 
1. A: Do you like dogs?  B: No, I’m ………… of them. 
2. A: Did she answer the questions correctly?  B: No, she made a ………… . 
3. A: What was his idea about the job? B: He saw the job as a ………… down. 
4. A: Where is Mrs. Taheri?  B: She left the office suddenly without any ……… .  
5. Customer: Will you bring me a cup of coffee?  Waiter: ………… sir. Right away. 
6. Mina : What does the teacher ……… doing? Mitra: He tells us to spend more time on English.  
7. Matin: What does that job need?  Mitra: It needs computer ………… . 

Passage 5 
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Mr. Nokhbe asked Nokhbe Pupil to do the following exercise for five minutes. 
Can you help her with doing it? 

 

For each number in the text below, there are four choices below it. Choose the correct choice. 

Language is a system of communication. It uses written and spoken words. People use language to 

communicate with …1… other in society. There are a lot of different kinds of languages in the 

world and all of them are really …2…, despite their differences. Every language is an amazing 

…3… of communication that meets the …4… of its speakers. It is impossible to …5… the world 

without language. Therefore, we must respect all languages, no …6… how different they are and 

how many speakers they have. 

1. 1) one 2) an  3) each  4) every 
2. 1) simple  2) difficult  3) boring  4) valuable 
3. 1) mean  2) meaning  3) means  4) a means 
4. 1) needs  2) needing  3) relatives  4) members 
5. 1) interview  2) imagine  3) receive 4) recite 
6. 1) material  2) matter  3) minaret  4) means 
 

Some words are scrambled in the following text. Can you unscramble them. 

Languages rvay greatly from region to region. They are so fedifrent 
that a person does not stunderand the language of someone from 
another region, country or tinconent. So, it is not prisursing to hear 
that today about 7000 languages isext in the world. There are more 
than 2000 languages in Africa, 1000 in the Americas, more than 2250 
in Asia, about 230 in Europe, and more than 1300 in Australia.  

…………………… …………………… …………………… 

…………………… …………………… …………………… 

 
Choose the synonym of the underlined words from the box below. 

about / differ / essential / fortunately / on hand / additional / to be important 

1. The 548 languages with fewer than 99 speakers make up nearly 8 percent of the 
     world’s languages. ………… 
2. It doesn’t matter to me what you do. ………… 
3. Luckily, most children passed the exam this term.  ………… 
4. It is necessary for us to be polite . ………… 
5. Cars vary in size, quality and price. ………… 
6. Somebody is always available to help you. ………… 
7. The students need some extra information.  ………… 
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New Words and Expressions 
  

 

 

My neighbors are all friendly and kind. Whenever I need help, 
at least one of them is around to help me. I am a 50-year-old 
woman and live on my own.  

This morning, I opened the refrigerator and saw that I needed 
plenty of things. Therefore, I called Mrs. Taban, my next-door 
neighbor and asked her to go shopping together. We go shopping 
twice a week, every Sunday and Thursday. 

I bought two loaves of bread, meat, eggs and rice. I needed fruit, 
too. I picked some apples and oranges. Mrs. Taban bought a bottle of milk and a pack of cigarette 
for her husband. 

At home, Mrs. Taban helped me cut the meat into thin slices and wash the fruits. Next, we put 
all of them in the refrigerator. 

I am happy to have such good neighbors. 
 

Glossary 
neighbor /ˈneɪbər / noun: someone who lives next to you or near you همسایه 
whenever /wenˈevər / conjunction: every time that a particular thing happens هر وقت 
plenty of /ˈplenti əv / : a lot of زیاد 
twice /twaɪs / adverb: two times دوبار 
loaf /ləʊf / noun: bread that is shaped and baked in one piece and can be cut into 
                             slices 

 قرص نان

pick /pɪk / verb: choose انتخاب کردن 
pack /pæk / noun: a small container, usually made of paper SYN packet )پاکت، قوطی )مقوایی 
slice /slaɪs / noun: a thin flat piece of food cut from a larger piece تکه 

  
Alice: Who did you go shopping with? 
Mary: I went shopping with Alison, our next-door ………… . 
Alice: You always go shopping with her. What did you buy?  
Mary: I bought three ………… of bread, two thin ………… of meat and a 
            ………… of cigarette for my husband. 
Alice: What did Alison buy? 
Mary: She needed ………… things as usual. First, she ………… some apples and bananas.  
            Then she bought some sugar, vegetables, bread and a bottle of milk. You know, we go  
            shopping ………… a week together. ………… we go shopping, she buys a lot of things. 

Passage 1 
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The physics teacher wanted to measure his students’ ability. So he 
gave them a rather hard exam. The students sat for the two-hour exam. 
When the time was over, the students were still sitting on their chairs 
and trying to solve the physics problems. The teacher gave them some 
additional time, but the students were not through yet.  

Suddenly, a student stood up and by saying “all my wishes are gone” 
escaped from the classroom. He was away for a week and didn’t 
attend any classes at all. 

Later, he said , “I thought I was ready to solve all kinds of physics problems. But the strange 
exam made me go wild and leave school.” 

 

Glossary 
measure / ˈmeʒər / verb: to find the size, quantity, etc. of sth in standard units اندازه گرفتن 
additional / əˈdɪʃ ə nəl / adjective :more than what was expected SYN extra اضافی 
wish /wɪʃ / noun: a desire to do something, or to have something happen آرزو 
escape / ɪˈskeɪp / verb: to leave a place when someone is trying to catch you فرار کردن 

 
1. Teacher: Did you understand the lesson well?   
     Student: No, I need some more ………… explanation.  
2. Teacher: Ted was in class two minutes ago. Where is he now? 
    Student: He ………… from the window. 
3. Woman: What are you going to do?  Man: I want to …………  the width of the room. 
4. Man: What did Mina say?  Woman: She expressed a ………… to be alone. 
 
 

 

After rearranging the chairs and tables in the dining room, I went to the 
supermarket to buy a bottle of milk, eggs and some other things. I was 
surprised to see that some bottles didn’t have any labels.  

“I’m sure they carefully label each bottle with the date,” I told the salesman. 
“But these bottles don’t have any labels.” The salesman laughed loudly and 
said that they were empty bottles. 

 
 

Glossary 
rearrange / ˌriːəˈreɪndʒ / verb: to change the position or order of things ای چیدنبه شکل تازه  
label / ˈleɪbəl / noun: a piece of paper or another material that is attached to  
                                      something and gives information about it 

 برچسب

label / ˈleɪbəl / verb: to attach a label onto something or write information on 
                                     something 

 برچسب زدن

loud / laʊd / adjective: making a lot of noise OPP quiet بلند 

Passage 2 

Passage 3 
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Speaking in a ………… voice, the shopkeeper asked me to help him 

………… the bottles and boxes with ………… . It was amazing for me to 

see that some of them didn’t have any labels. “Are you going to ………… 

the ones without labels?” I asked him. He didn’t hear me. I asked him once 

more, but he didn’t answer me again. I understood that he was a little deaf.     

 

 

Mrs. Jackson was the beginners’ English teacher. She taught 
them carefully and wanted them to learn all the points that she 
taught. She wanted the students to feel confident about asking 
questions when they didn’t understand. Many students showed an 
improvement, but two of them were not interested in English and 
didn’t try at all.   

She was considering what to do about this problem. Finally, she 
decided to call their parents and wanted to meet them at school. 

One day, their parents appeared in school to see what the problem was. The teacher 
mentioned the problem to them and told them how to help their children at home. Here is what 
she told them: 

“In this new age of communication, it is necessary for the students to learn English. And the 
first thing you should do is that you should make them interested in learning English. Then you 
should help them with their homework. After they finish doing their homework, ask them to 
listen to their CDs. And if you have access to the Internet, you can ask them to practice English 
on the Internet, too.” 

Now, their parents say that they don’t go out much, mainly because they stay home to help 
their children. Fortunately, their children’s English is improving a lot. 

 

Glossary 
beginner / bɪˈɡɪnər / noun: someone who has just started to do or learn something مبتدی 
confident / ˈkɑːnfɪdə nt / adjective: sure مطمئن 
improvement / ɪmˈpruːvmənt / noun: the act of improving something بهبود، ترقی 
consider / kənˈsɪdər / verb: to think about something carefully, especially before 
                                              making a choice or decision 

 در نظر گرفتن

decide / dɪˈsaɪd / verb: to make a choice or judgment about something تصمیم گرفتن 
appear / əˈpɪr / verb: to arrive, or to exist in a place ،حضور یافتن ظاهر شدن 
mention / ˈmenʃ ə n / verb: to talk or write about something or someone ذکر کردن 
necessary / ˈnesəs ə ri/ adjective: essential; something that is necessary is what you 
                                                      need to have or need to do 

 الزم، ضروری

access / ˈækses / noun: the right to enter a place, use something, see someone etc. دسترسی 
mainly / ˈmeɪnli / adverb: more than anything else;  SYN chiefly ًاساسا 
improve / ɪmˈpruːv / verb: to make something better, or to become better ،بهتر شدن بهبود بخشیدن 

 

Passage 4 
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1. A: What did you notice?  B: Two faces ………… at our window. 
2. A: Can you download the book for me?  B: Sorry, I don’t have ………… to the Internet. 
3. A: Is Bita good at English?  B: No, but I’m ………… her English will ………… . 
4. A:Who does she teach?  B: She teaches the ………… . 
5. A: Did the patient show any …………? B: Yes, she is much better now. 
6. A: What did the teacher explain to the students? 
    B: He just ………… two important points. 
7. A: What does your father eat?  B: He eats ………… fruit and vegetables. 
8. A: Do they know these rules?   
    B: No, but it is ………… for them to learn all these rules. 
9.  A: Do you ………… to learn French? 
     B: No, I want to learn Arabic. It’s my favorite language. 
10. A: What is he thinking about?  B: He is ………… what to do next. 
 
Nokhbe Pupil wants to fill in the blanks with his own words. Can you help him?   
About 7000 languages e………… in the world. Native speakers of these languages r………… in 
size from very large, with hundreds of millions of speakers, to very small, with fewer t………… 
10 speakers. The most p………… language in the world is Chinese. More than one billion people 
in the world speak Chinese. English does not have this number of n………… speakers, but it has 
n………… one billion learners around the world. They learn English as an i………… language. 
 
Fill in the blanks with your own words. 
1. It will take you at l………… 20 minutes to get there.  
2. Paris has good c………… with many European cities.  
3. We d………… to send our son to a boarding school. 
4. My 24-year-old cousin e………… to Britain in 1938. 
5. He broke off a p………… of bread and gave it to her.  
6. I s………… the page for her name. 
7. Children are the most vulnerable members of s………… .  
 
Choose a pair of words having a similar relationship as the pairs in each item. 
1. Iranian: nationality 

1) language: Arabic  2) range: adjective  3) Asia: continent  4) additional: explanation 

2. matter: to be important 
1) sharpener: means  2) improve: make worse  
3) absolutely : completely  4) surprising: adjective 

3. improve: improvement 
1) explain: explanation  2) loaf: bread  
3) slice: banana  4) label: bottle 

4. powerful: strong 
1) strong: weak  2) light: dark  3) once: twice  4) range: differ 

5. nearly: almost: about 
1) besides: in addition: however   
2) slice: loaf: bread 
3) first language: native language: mother tongue   
4) improve: make better: become worse 
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Nokhbe Pupil has 5 minutes to take the following test. Can you help her?  
 
Choose the best choice. 

Easy Tests: 
1. Ali: When did they build the church?  Babak: They built it in the 13th ………… . 

1) months  2) weekly  3) daily  4) century 
2. Zahra: Did you learn French at school?  Mitra: No, I learnt it at a language ………… . 

1) observatory  2) institute  3) library  4) communication 
3. Amir: Will you tell me what your ………… language is? Ali: Russian. 

1) interest  2) pleased  3) favorite  4) absolute 
4. Mahdi: What is your ………… language?  Diego: My first language is Spanish. 

1) native  2) second  3) region  4) continent    
 
Fair Tests: 
5. Mina: Do you need an eraser?  Zahra: No, I need ………… my pencil. 

1) a sharpener to erase   2) a sharpener to sharpen 
3) paper to write   4) an eraser to erase 

6. Man: What does the doctor say to the nurse? 
    Woman: She says that it’s important to listen to the ………… of the patient. 

1) noises  2) wishes  3) numbers  4) letters 
7. Tom: I didn’t have time to watch the movie on channel 2 last night. 
    Ted: They will ………… it next Monday night again. 

1) imagine  2) broadcast  3) communicate  4) experience 
8. Matin: Who do you work for?  Mitra: I work for Islamic Republic of Iran ………… . 

1) Organizing  2) Broadcasting  3) Translation  4) Installation 
9. Ali: What makes humans different from animals? 
    Erfan: Their ………… to talk makes them different from animals. 

1) ability  2) decision  3) wish  4) measure 
10. Miguel: Do people speak the same language in these regions? 
     John: No, languages ………… greatly from region to region. 

1) exist  2) communicate  3) understand  4) vary 
11. Man: What are you doing?  Woman: I’m ………… the chairs and table. 

1) repeating  2) improving  3) sharpening  4) rearranging 
 
Hard Tests: 
12. Mr. Alavi: Why are you worried?   
    Mr. Talebi: My daughter went to Spain ………… the fact that her doctor told her to rest. 

1) because of  2) despite  3) in spite  4) however 
13. Zahra: What’s the population of the deaf? 
     Mina: I don’t know exactly, but I think they ………… 5 percent of the world’s population. 

1) keep up  2) keep out  3) make up  4) make out 
14. Erfan: Are you pleased with your job?  Armin: Yes, it gave me ………… experience. 

1) varied  2) valuable  3) frequent  4) plenty 
15. Mr. Jackson: What does the teacher say?  
     Mrs. Jackson: She says that they can’t ………… the students’ needs. 

1) visit  2) see  3) watch  4) meet 
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Before You Read: 
 
A. You will find these words in the following reading. 
Pair up and match the pictures with the words. 

 
 

A (     ) 

 
 

B (    ) 

 
 

C (    ) 

 
 

D (    ) 
1. similar  2. motivation 3. challenge   4. native 

 

B. You are going to read about the hardest language in the world. Before you start 
reading, discuss the following questions in pairs or groups. 

1. What is your first language? 
2. Do you know any other languages? 
3. What’s the world’s hardest language? 
4. Is learning a new language easy or difficult? 

 

 

C. Read the following statements. Do you agree or disagree? Put a check mark (). Add 
two more statements of your own. 

Statement Agree Disagree No Idea 
The hardest language in the world is English.    
Speaking a foreign language is harder than reading it.    
Arabic and Persian are similar to each other.    
No language is easy to learn.    
    
    

 

Discuss your ideas with a partner. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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D. Read the following passage quickly. 

Which is the hardest language?  

People often ask which the most difficult language to 
learn is, and it is not easy to answer because there are 
many factors to take into consideration. Firstly, in a first 
language the differences are unimportant as people learn 
their mother tongue naturally, so the question of how 
hard a language is to learn is only for learning a second 
language. 
A native speaker of Spanish, for example, will find Portuguese much easier to learn than a native 

speaker of Chinese, for example, because Portuguese is very similar to Spanish, while Chinese is 
very different, so first language can affect learning a second language. The greater the differences 
between the second language and our first, the harder it will be for most people to learn. Many 
people answer that Chinese is the hardest language to learn, possibly because of the Chinese writing 
system and its pronunciation. However, for Japanese speakers, who already use Chinese characters 
in their own language, learning writing will be less difficult than for speakers of languages using 
the Roman alphabet. 
Some people seem to learn languages readily, but others find it very difficult. Teachers and the 

conditions in which the language is learned also play an important role, as well as each learner's 
motivation for learning. If people learn a language because they need to use it professionally, they 
often learn it faster than people studying a language that has no direct use in their day to day life. 
No language is easy to learn well, although languages which are related to our first language are 

easier. Learning a completely different writing system is a big challenge, but that does not 
necessarily make a language more difficult than another. In the end, it is impossible to say that 
there is one language that is the most difficult language in the world. 

 

 

Scanning 
 A technique you often use when looking up  
     a word in the telephone book or dictionary 

 Search for the key words or ideas 

 You know what you're looking for  

 Look for the author's use of organizers such 
     as numbers, letters, steps. 

 Look for words that are bold faced, italics, 
     or in a different font size, style, or colour 

 
 
 
 

Glossary 
take into consideration: consider در نظر گرفتن 
affect: influence تاثیر گذاشتن 
professionally: in a highly skilled manner ایحرفه  

possibly: perhaps ًاحتماال 
condition: situation حالت 
motivation: inspiration انگیزه 
challenge: stimulate چالش 

 

A. Scan the passage and write the name of the languages you find. 
………………………… …………………. 
………………………… …………………. 
………………………… …………………. 
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B. Scan the passage again and answer the following questions. 
1. Which language is easier for a Spanish learner to learn? 
2. Is Chinese writing system difficult for Japanese learners? 
3. What is a big challenge? 
 

C. True or False or Not mentioned. 
1. The question of how hard a language is to learn is both for first and second language learning. 
2. Portuguese is certainly easier than Chinese. 
3. A Japanese speaker may well find the Chinese writing system easier than a speaker of a  
     European language. 
4. Children learn their first language easily. 
5. Learning a different writing system is very easy. 
6. The writer thinks that learning new writing systems is easy. 
 

After You Read 
 

A. The scrambled words below are vocabulary words from the 
article. Unscramble each word and write it on the line. Please be 
sure each word is spelled correctly. Check with your partner. 

 Word Hint 
1. ………………….. bepssoilim not possible 
2. ………………….. allropyfessino in a highly skilled manner 
3. ………………….. llngchaee difficult task 

 

B. In pairs or groups, discuss how we can learn a foreign language better. 
 

 

 

 

 

Critical Thinking 
1) Is it necessary to learn a foreign language? 

2) Who is a good language learner? 

3) How can first language affect second language learning? 

4) Is it important to learn the second language culture in learning a new  
    language? 
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Mr. Nokhbe: Hi Nokhbe Pupil. What are you reading?  
Nokhbe Pupil: I’m reading a book about world languages. 
Mr. Nokhbe: Oh interesting. How did you like it?  
Nokhbe Pupil: It’s great, Sir. It has a lot of information about 
                           different languages in the world. It says there are 
                           many languages and some of them are endangered. 
Mr. Nokhbe: That’s right. People should try to protect them. 
 

Countable & Uncountable nouns  

Nouns can be countable or uncountable. When 
you learn a new noun, you should make a note of 
whether it is countable or uncountable as we use 
different words with countable and uncountable 
nouns. 

 

Countable nouns اسامی  قابل شمارش 

For positive sentences we can use a/an or some (with a plural 
verb form).  

 There is a cat in the garden. 
 There are some birds in the trees. 

For negatives we can use a/an or any (with a plural verb form). 

 There isn’t a dog in the garden. 
 There aren’t any birds in the tree. 

 

In questions, we use a/an, any or how many. 

 Is there an orange on the tree?  
 Are there any chairs in the garden? 
 How many chairs are there? 

 
 
 
 

شمارش. هنگامی که   اسامی یا قابل شمارش هستند یا غیر قابل
آموزید، باید بدانید که آیا آن اسم قابل شما یک اسم جدید را می

شمارش است یا غیر قابل شمارش. چرا که با اسامی قابل شمارش 
 شوند.غیر قابل شمارش کلمات متفاوت استفاده می و

در جمالت مثبت با اسامی قابل شمارش 
و با اسامی قابل شمارش  a/anمفرد 
 بریم.به کار می some جمع 

در جمالت منفی با اسامی قابل شمارش 
و با اسامی قابل شمارش a/an مفرد 
 بریم.به کار می  any جمع 

و با اسامی قابل  a/an در جمالت سوالی با اسامی قابل شمارش مفرد 
به کار   how manyو برای سممموالی کردن any شممممارش جمع 

 آید.(می اسم قابل شمارش جمع   how manyازبریم. )بعد می
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Uncountable nouns      اسامی غیر قابل شمارش 

Uncountable nouns have no plural. The verb form is 
singular and we use some. 

 There is some milk on the floor. 

In questions we can use any or how much. 

 Is there any sugar? 
 There isn’t any salt in the soup. 
 How much coffee is there? 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete the sentences with some/any. 
1. What did they do at the weekend? They swam across ………… rivers. 
2. How much should we pay to get in?  You don’t need ………… money to get in. 
3. The shop next door sells ………… good food. Really? I didn’t know that. 
4. We don’t have ………… fruit for lunch. OK. Let’s go and buy ………… . 
5. What did you see at the zoo?   I saw ………… small puppies at the zoo. 
6. The man didn’t have ……. hair.   Yes, that’s because of his illness. 
7. He doesn’t have ……… homework for tomorrow. Good. We could go to the park then. 
8. What is Sonia drinking?   She is drinking ………… milk. 
9. Why did you stop on the way?  My dad got ………… petrol at the station. 
10. Let’s go to the cinema.    There aren’t ……… good movies on today. 
 

Nokhbe Pupil and his friends wrote these sentences for their teacher. Write 
sentences with the opposite meaning. Use some or any. 
1. He hasn’t got any friends.  He has got some friends. 
2. We had much money in the bank. 
3. I can see some animals there. 
4. There’s some orange juice in the jar. 
5. They had little time to get there. 
6. She carried some heavy suitcases. 
7. The man didn’t eat any hamburgers. 
8. Henry is building some sandcastles. 
9. Don’t touch anything, please. 
10. She put some honey on the toast. 

Write C (countable) or U (uncountable). 
coin information 
work river 
pasta novel 

cheese juice 
knowledge heart 

love flour 
opinion friendship 

ship news 
tiger lemonade 

 

ا شوند. باسامی غیر قابل شمارش جمع بسته نمی
رود و در جمالت مثبت آنها فعل مفرد به کار می

 آید.می   someبا آنها 

با اسمممامی غیرقابل      در جمالت سممموالی ومنفی 
ید و برای سممموالی کردن  می any شممممارش   آ

how much  بریم.به کار می 
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Nokhbe Pupil is at the zoo right now. Here is a report about what he sees there. 
Write IS or ARE in the blanks below to complete the sentences.  
1. There ………… a snake in the window.  
2. There ………… lions in the zoo, too.  
3. There ………… a bird next to the tree.  
4. There ………… some water in the lake near the elephants.  
5. There ………… many people visiting the animals today.  
6. There ………… a gorilla in the tree.  
7. There ………… some grass under the tree.  
8. There ………… bananas in the tree with the gorilla.  
9. There ………… a rock near the tree.  
10. There ………… lots of water for the fish.  
 
This is Nokhbe Pupil’s fridge. Look inside it and answer these questions using 
Yes, there is/are or No, there isn’t/aren’t. 
1. Is there a pineapple? Yes, there is.  
2. Are there any bananas?  
3. Is there any milk? 
4. Are there any carrots? 
5. Is there any cola? 
 
Now you make questions using Is / Are there ...? and answer them. 
1. any / chicken  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. any / water  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. an / orange  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. a / watermelon  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
5. any / apples  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Write sentences using There are and one of these numbers: 7 – 9 – 11 
– 24 – 30 – 52 – 365 – 3600 
1. days / in a week   There are seven days in a week.  
2. hours / in a day  …………………………………………………… 
3. players / in a football team  …………………………………………………… 
4. planets / in the solar system  …………………………………………………… 
5. seconds / in an hour  …………………………………………………… 
6. weeks / in a year  …………………………………………………… 
7. days / in a year  …………………………………………………… 
8. days / in a month  …………………………………………………… 
 
Complete the sentences using there is/are, there isn’t/aren’t, is/are there. 
1. ……………… many old houses in this city. 
2. How many students ……………… in your class?   
3. ……………… any chairs in my bedroom.  
4. ……………… a photograph of my friend, Mina, on the wall.   
5. ……………… a computer in your bedroom?   
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We use the quantifiers much, many, a lot of, lots of to talk 
about quantities, amounts and degree.  

 
 
Much, many with a noun 
We use much with singular uncountable nouns and many 
with plural nouns: 
 

I haven’t got much money. I’ve only got ten dollars. 
Are there many restaurants near you? 

 
Questions and negatives 
We usually use much and many with questions (?) and 
negatives (−): 

 
Is there much bread on the table? 
How many eggs are there in this cake? 
Do you think many people will come? 
It was pouring with rain but there wasn’t much wind. 
There aren’t many female doctors. 

 
Notice that we don’t usually use ‘much’ or ‘many’ in 
positive sentences. We use ‘a lot of’.  
 
 Bill Gates has a lot of money. 
 There’s a lot of tea but there isn’t much coffee. 
 There are a lot of carrots but there aren’t many potatoes. 
 
Affirmatives 
In affirmative clauses we sometimes use much and many 
in more formal styles.  
 

 
There is much concern about unemployment in the US. 
He had heard many stories about Jack and he knew he was in trouble.  

 
A lot of, lots of with a noun 
We use a lot of and lots of in informal styles. Lots 
of is more informal than a lot of. A lot of and lots 
of can both be used with plural countable nouns and 
with singular uncountable nouns for affirmatives, 
negatives, and questions: 
 

There are a lot of apples on the trees. 
There is a lot of snow on the road. 
There weren’t a lot of choices. 
Can you hurry up? I don’t have a lot of time. 
Are there a lot of good players at your tennis club? 
Have you eaten lots of chocolate? 
I went shopping and spent a lot of money. 
Not: I went shopping and spent much money. 

much       با اسمممامی غیرقابل شممممارش
با اسامی قابل شمارش     manyمفرد و 

 رود.جمع بکار می

،  a lot of، lots of ،many از
much ی کمیت،  برای صممتبت درباره

 شود.میزان و درجه استفاده می

در جمالت  manyو   muchمعموال از 
 سوالی و منفی استفاده می شود.

توجه کنید که معموال در جمالت مثبت 
شود. در این  استفاده نمی many و   muchاز

 شود.استفاده می  a lot ofجمالت از  

در    manyو   muchدر جمالت مثبت از  
 عبارات رسمی تر استفاده می شود.

در جمالت غیررسمی استفاده   lots ofو   a lot ofاز 
تر است. هر غیررسمی a lot of از  lots ofشود. می

شمارش جمع و غیر قابل شمارش   دو با اسامی قابل
 .روندمفرد در جمالت مثبت، منفی و سوالی به کار می
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A little, a few with a noun 
We use a little with singular uncountable nouns. 
We use a few with plural countable nouns.  
 a little: uncountable nouns (milk, marmalade, 
money, time etc.) 
 a few: countable nouns (bottles of milk, jars of marmalade, dollars, minutes etc.) 

Examples: 
 He has a little money left. 
 He has a few dollars left. 
 Mary drank some tea and ate a little bread. 
 We stayed a few days in Florence and visited the museums. 

 

Little and few have negative meanings. We use them 
to mean ‘not as much as may be expected or wished 
for’. 
 A few students of our school know this. (There  
   are some students who know it.) 
 Few students know this. (It is almost unknown.) 
 
Compare 

All she wanted was a few moments on her own.   some, a small number 
She had few moments on her own.     not many/almost none 
She saves a little money every month.   some, a small amount 
They had little money to spend.          not much/almost nothing  
A: Have you got any money?         B: Yes, a little.    some, a small amount 
A: Have you got any money?         B: No, very little.    not much/almost nothing 
 

Complete the sentences. 
SOME - ANY 

There are ………
 
v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  in the 

fridge. 

There isn’t ………
 
m_ _ _ for dinner. 

There are ………
 
e_ _ _ in the carton. 

There aren’t ………
 
c_ _ _ _ _ _. Can you 

buy ………? 

A FEW – A LITTLE 
 There is ………

 
m_ _ _ in the bottle. 

 There are ………
 
b_ _ _ _ _ _ in the fridge. 

There is ………  s_ _ _  in the packet. 

There are ………
 
o_ _ _ _ _ _  to eat. 

 

MUCH – MANY – A LOT (OF) 

 There aren’t ………
 
a_ _ _ _ _ in the 

basket. 

There is ………
 
r_ _ _ in the bowl. 

Is there ………
 

t_ _ in the tea-pot? No,  

not  ……… . 

There isn’t ………
 
c_ _ _ _ _ on the table. 

A – AN - SOME 

There are ………
 
c_ _ _ _ _ _ for the kids. 

There is only ………
 
a_ _ _ _. 

There is ………
 
b_ _ _ _ in the basket. 

There is just ………
 
c _ _ _ _ for the salad.                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  a little مفرد وبا اسامی غیر قابل شمارش a few   با
   رود.اسامی قابل شمارش جمع بکار می

 

(a)little  و(a)few  به معنایsome باشند.  می
little   وfew    معنی منفی دارند. از آنها هنگامی

باشد   "رودکمتر از میزانی که انتظار می"که چیزی 
 دهند.شود و در واقع مفهوم هیچ میاستفاده می
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Complete the sentences using some/any/a few/much/many. (Some may have more than one 
answer.) 

1. Did you see ……… good films last week?    Yes, I saw two. 
2. Did he buy ……… books in town?    Yes, he bought ……… . 
3. I phoned ……… friends last Saturday evening. 
4. Why is Martha crying?      Her brother didn’t leave ……… biscuits for her. 
5. They didn’t have ……… homework that day. 

Choose: a little / little / a few / few 
1. I have ……………… water left. There's enough to share.  

2. I have ……………… good friends. I'm not lonely.  

3. He has ……………… education. He can't read or write, and  
    he can hardly count. 

4. We’ve got ……………… time at the weekend. Would you 
     like to meet? 

5. There's ……………… milk left in the fridge. It should be  
     enough for our coffee. 

6. She's lucky. She has ……………… problems. 

7. There is ……………… spaghetti left in the cupboard. Shall we eat it tonight? 

8. He has ……………… free time. He can’t even call his mother!  

 
Choose the best quantifier.  
 
1. Can I have a few / some / many butter please?     Here you are. 
2. He has a lot of / many / some money. He owns two large  
     apartments. 
3. Do you want sugar in your tea? 
   “Just how much / a little / a few please.” 
4. What did you buy in the town?          I bought a lot of / much / a little DVDs. 
5. Hurry up! We are going to be late.       I’ll be ready in some / a few / little minutes. 
6. How many / how much time do you need to finish your homework?    Two hours. 
7. How many / how much books did you read last month?          Five. 
8. We have little / a little / few bread. It is not enough for dinner.   Ok. I’ll buy some. 
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Write the correct word in the box below the picture. 
bowl box bottle cup jug          bag glass 

kilo piece packet loaf slice   

    
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

    
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

    
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

 

Check your vocabulary: gap fill 
Write the best word to complete the sentences. 
 
1. We keep liquids, such as water or milk, in a ………………… 
2. We cut pizza in small ………………… 
3. We can find sugar in a small ………………… 
4. We use a ………………… to pour drinks for other people. 
5. We drink milk or juice in a ………………… 
6. We drink tea or coffee in a ………………… 
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What number is this? 

 
Fifty- Six 

 

………………………… 

 

………………………… 

 

Write the number in the circle.  

Twenty-five 
 

A hundred and Thirty-seven 
 

Eighty-two 
 

Six hundred and Sixty-four 
 

Seventy-nine 
 

Four billion 
 

My favorite number is: ……………… 
 

Circle the numbers 
Onethirtysevenbillioneightyelevensixteentwenty-oneninetythirteenhundredthousand 
 

Write the following numbers in ENGLISH. 
1 

 
1106 (one thousand one hundred and sixth) 

2 

 
……………………… 

3 

 
……………………… 

4 

 
……………………… 

5 

 
……………………… 

6 

 
……………………… 

7 

 
……………………… 

 

8 

 
……………………… 

25  
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Numbers 
Read the sentences and put the numbers accordingly:  

 

…… the number of Dwarves Snow White lived with 

…… the Celsius freezing point 

…… days in Isfand, non-leap year 

…… the number of letters in the Persian alphabet 

…… the number of letters in the English alphabet 

…… an unlucky number 

…… days in Isfand, leap year 

…… number of toes in a human foot 

…… teeth in the normal human mouth 

…… the number of years in a millennium 

…… in Arabic is eshratan 

…… the number of months in a year 

…… the number of performers in a duet 

…… days in December 

…… in French is un 

…… degrees in a right angle   

…… the number of sides in a hexagon 

…… minutes in an hour 

…… legs on an octopus 

…… players on a football team 

…… number of hours in a day 

…… water boiling point in Celsius 

  

0 / 1 /2 / 3 /4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 / 15 / 24 / 26 / 28 / 29 / 30 / 31 / 32 / 40 / 50 / 60 / 90 / 100 / 1000 
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Test youself. 
1. Let's go to the movies. I have ………… money. 

1) any  2) some  3) a few     4) little 

2. I'm sorry, I can't pay for your lunch. I have ………… money. 
1) few               2) a few  3) little  4) a little 

3. Not many children like vegetables. For example, ………… children eat garlic.  
1) any   2) few  3) little  4) much 

4. Joe is always angry. That's why he has ………… friends. 
1) lots of   2) a lot of  3) some   4) few 

5. Bill didn't drink all the milk. There's ………… left. 
1) much  2) any  3) some  4) many 

6. The party was fun. There were ………… people I knew there. 
1) few   2) little  3) lots of  4) a lot 

7. Your house is almost empty! You have ………… furniture.  
1) many  2) much  3) little  4) a little 

8. Henry: How many people were at the game last night? 
  Kenny : Almost none. ………… people want to watch a team that always loses. 

1) few  2) many  3) lots of  4) a few 

9. Dorsa: Are Roodehen and Boomehen very far from each other? 
 David: No, they're quite close. There's ………… distance between them. 

1) lots of  2) little  3) some   4) any 

10. There's ………… milk in the refrigerator. About half a bottle, I think. 
1) some  2) any  3) much 4) many 

11. May I have ………… more coffee, please? 
1) any  2) many  3) some  4) little 

12. Ali is always busy; he has ………… free time. 
1) 1) lots of    2) few  3) a little  4) little 

13. ………… of the children were rude, but most were polite. 
1) A lot of  2) Little  3) A few   4) Many 

14. Donald doesn't care for school. He has ………… interest in it. 
1) little 2) some  3) any  4) many 

15. I always carry a ………… of water in my bag. 
1) glass  2) loaf  3) cup  4) bottle 

16. Mother gave the children a ………… of watermelon. 
1) loaf  2) slice  3) bag 4) kilo 

17. How many ………… of cake did he eat?   Three. 
1) bags 2) bars  3) pieces  4) kilos 

18. Good morning! Can I have a ………… of meat  and a ………… of soap, please? 
1) bar/kilo  2) kilo/loaf  3) kilo/bar  4) slice/piece 

19. How much is that bag of rice? 
  It’s eight ………… tomans. 

1) thousands   2) thousand   3) billion 4) million 

20. There were ………… pictures in the book. 
1) fifty beautiful  2) beautiful fifty  3) two hundreds   4) two thousands  
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listening 

 

 Making Apple Pie 

Before You Listen 

1) Do you like apple pies? 
2) Do you make it at home? 
3) What do you need for making apple pie?  

Match the pictures with the words. 

 
 

A (     ) 

 
 

B (    ) 

 
 

C (    ) 

 
 

D (    ) 
1. recipe 2. cinnamon 3. flour 4. ingredient 

 
Two friends talk about what they need to make apple pie.  

Listen to the mp3 file and complete the two parts of the listening exercise. Then listen 
again to check. 

 

Part One  
The two ingredients they need to buy are …………………… and …………………… . 
 
Part Two 
Now, complete these sentences as you listen to Mike and Cathy's conversation for a second time. 
All the words are quantifiers. Choose the words from the box below: 

some - any - few - a little - much - many - a lot 
1. We need some apples. Do we have ………………? 
2. Yes, we have ……………… of apples. 
3. How ………………do we have to use? 
4. Now, is there ……………… flour? 
5. How ……………… do we have? 
6. We'll have to buy ……………… flour. We don’t have ……………… . 
7. We only need ……………… cinnamon. 
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8. We have ……………… of salt. 
9. And quite ……………… of sugar. 
10. We don't have ……………… sugar. 
11. Did you buy ……………… butter yesterday at the store? 
12. No, I didn’t get ……………… . How ……………… do we need for the recipe? 
13. I think we have ……………… butter in the fridge. 
14. We don’t have ……………… but there’s enough. 
 
 
After you listen: 
1. Write the list of things you need for making apple pie. 

……………………………          
……………………………       …………………………….. 
…………………………..             
…………………………….     …………………………….. 
 

2. In pairs or groups talk about a recipe you know and write down the ingredients. 
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Task 1: 
 
Discussion  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Look around the room where you are now. Which containers can you see? What’s in these 
containers? 
Which containers do you have in your kitchen? What’s in them? 
 
 

Task 2: 
You are at a greengrocer’s. Ask and answer questions. 

Example: 
A: Can I help you? 
B: Yes, do you have any green apples? 
A: Sorry. We don’t have any green apples, but we have 
     lots of red apples. 
B:  OK, then …………………… 

A: ………………………………………………….. 
B: ………………………………………………….. 
A: ………………………………………………….. 
B: ………………………………………………….. 
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Task 3: 
My Shopping List 
 

Directions: You will have a party on Saturday. You will cook your favorite foods. Write a shopping 
list for yourself.  Use at least ten (10) measure words on your list. 
 
Ex.  a bottle of milk 
 a head of lettuce 
 a loaf of bread 
 two slices of cheese 

 
 
1. I will buy a bottle of milk for soup. 
2. I will buy a head of lettuce for a salad. 
3. I will buy a loaf of bread for sandwiches. 
4. I will buy two slices of cheese for sandwiches. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Pronunciation 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Teens vs. Tens 
Notice that when we say the “teen” numbers, such as:  
 17 = sev en TEEN 

the primary stress is on the “teen” in the word.  
And when we say the “ten” numbers, such as: 
 70 = SEV en tee 

the primary stress is on the first part of the word.  
 
1. Listen and repeat. 

A thirteen fourteen fifteen sixteen seventeen eighteen nineteen 
B thirty forty fifty sixty seventy eighty ninety 

 

2. Listen and say A or B. 
3. Listen and underline the stressed syllable. 

1. A Thirteen. P Thirty?  A No, thirteen! 
2. A Forty. P Fourteen? A No, forty! 
3. A Fifty.  P Fifteen?  A No, fifty!   

 
4. Listen. Which number do you hear? Tick (). 

 

  

شمموند ختم میteen  در اعدادی که به
 است.  teen  استرس روی

باشممند  در اعدادی که مضممرب ده می
 سیالب اول است. رویاسترس 
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Writing 

 

What are Simple Sentences? جمله ساده چیست؟ 
A simple sentence has a subject, a verb, and a completed 
thought.  

 

Examples of simple sentences include the following: 

1. Joe waited for the train. 
"Joe" = subject, "waited" = verb  
  

2. The train was late. 
"The train" = subject, "was" = verb 
  

3. Mary and Samantha took the bus. 
"Mary and Samantha" = compound subject, "took" = verb 
  

4. I looked for Mary and Samantha at the bus station. 
"I" = subject, "looked" = verb 

Note 1: As you see in the above sentences, each sentence begins with a capital letter(A, B,       C,…)  
             and ends with a period(.). 

 یابد. نقطه پایان میشود و با یک بینید هر جمله با یک حرف بزرگ شروع میهمانطور که در جمالت باال می :1تذکر 
 

Note 2: The ‘subject’ of a sentence is a ‘noun’ or a ‘subject pronoun’. 
 باشد. فاعل هر جمله یک اسم و یا یک ضمیر فاعلی می :2تذکر 

 
Subject Pronouns: I, you, he, she, it, we, they  : ضمایر فاعلی عبارتند از 

We use a ‘subject pronoun’ instead of a noun, e.g. ‘he’ in 
place of ‘Joe’. 

 

To find the subject, ask Who or what the sentence is 
about . Your answer is the subject. 

 
 

جمله ساده دارای یک فاعل، یک فعل و گاهی  
 باشد.اوقات دارای یک قسمت مکمل می

.  میکناستفاده میاز ضمایر فاعلی به جای اسم 
 کنیم.استفاده می  Joe به جای heمثالً از 

توانیم بپرسمممیم که برای تشمممخیا فاعل می
باره    له در چه چیزی      جم یا  چه کسمممی  ی 

 باشد.باشد. جواب شما فاعل جمله میمی
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Writing 
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Example:  
The students are studying.   Who is this sentence about? The students 

The birds were flying.  What is the sentence about? The birds 
 
To find a verb, ask what the sentence says about the 
subject. Your answer is the verb.  

 
 
 

The apple fell down.   What does the sentence say about the apple? The apple fell 
down. 

The birds are flying.  What does the sentence say about the bird? The bird sings. 
 
Exercises: 
A: Which group of words makes a sentence? Write it down with a capital 
letter and a period. 
- the books on my desk  ………………………………………….. 
- the boys ran  ………………………………………….. 
- necessary for all of them ………………………………………….. 
- the baby was laughing  ………………………………………….. 
 
B: Write an appropriate word in each blank. The answer will be the subject of the sentence. 
1. ……………… is the biggest city in Iran. 
2. Our ……………… defended our country.  
3. On Mondays, ……………… go swimming. 

 
C: Write an appropriate word in each blank. The answer will be the verb of the sentence. 
1. Iranians ………………….. hospitable.  
2. The fruit ……………… on the table. 
3. I ……………… loudly. 
 

 
Notes: 

* A simple sentence can have an object, too. An object is a noun that receives an action. 
 شود. تواند مفعول نیز داشته باشد. مفعول اسمی است که عمل بر روی آن انجام میجمله ساده می

1. Mina wrote the letters.  
2. My daughter is drinking water. 
3. I visit the men.  
4. They are visiting Mina. 
** We can also use an ‘object pronoun’ as the object of the sentence. 

 توانیم ضمایر مفعولی را به عنوان مفعول جمله استفاده کنیم.می

Object pronouns: me, you, him, her, it, us, them  
1. Mina wrote them. 
2. My daughter is drinking it. 
3. I visit them. 
4. They are visiting her. 
 

توانیم بپرسمممیم که جهت تشمممخیا فعل می
گوید. جواب شمما  ی فاعل چه میجمله درباره

 باشد.فعل جمله می
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D: Read the sentences below. Underline the objects.  

1. I am teaching Arabic.  
2. Zahra is a teacher.  
3. People mustn’t destroy the nature.  
4. My father works a lot. 
 

 

* Tom can play the guitar very well.   * Tomorrow, I will send the book.  
* The students practiced English in class.  * We are washing the dishes now. 
 

E: Read the sentences below. Find the subject, verb, object and additional information. 
1. On Mondays, she studies physics. 

2. They always practice the piano at home on the weekend.  

3. Last night, the typist typed the letters. 

4. The man measured its length in the morning. 

 
F: Rearrange the words to create the correct sentences. 

1. two days ago/ repaired/ the mechanic/ my bicycle/ .  …………………………………. 

2. is cleaning/ cousin/ room/ your/ the living . …………………………………. 

3. translate/ English into Arabic/ the woman/ can.  …………………………………. 

4. language/ cleverly/ they/ sign/ use. …………………………………. 

  

To find an object, ask yourself “who” or “what” is receiving the action in a sentence. 
 شود.برای تشخیا مفعول از خود بپرسید که عمل بر روی چه کسی یا چه چیزی انجام می

 

A simple sentence can have additional information mostly in the forms of adverbs of 
place, time and manner. 

 تواند به ترتیب دارای قیدهای حالت، مکان و زمان باشد.یک جمله ساده می
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 Test Yourself کوشآموزان سختِ دانشیویژه

Choose the best answer. 
Part A: Grammar and Writing 
Language is the system of communication used by …1… particular community or country. Some 
languages are endangered. An endangered language is a language that has very …2…  speakers. 
Nowadays, …3… languages are losing their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge 
and culture disappear with it. …4… endangered languages are in Australia and South America. 
Some of them are in Asia and Africa. The number of live languages of the world is around 7000, 
and …5… them may not exist in the future. Many researchers are now trying to protect endangered 
languages. This can save …6… information and cultural values of people all around the world.         
1. 1) the 2) a  3) an  4) …… 
2. 1) little  2) few   3) a few  4) a little 
3. 1) lots   2) a lot   3) many  4) many of 
4. 1) plenty   2) much   3) a loaf of  4) a lot of 
5. 1) few    2) a few   3) many    4) many of 
6. 1) a lot     2) lots of     3) lot of  4) lots 
 
Part B: Vocabulary: 
1. A: Where can I put these books? 
    B: There’s no room for more books – we’ve used up all the ………… space.  

1) necessary 2) important  3) available  4) interesting 
2. A: Did you tell him you would be late? 
    B: No, I had no ………… of telling him I would be late.  

1) means  2) things  3) labels  4) signs 
3. A: What does she do when it gets dark? 
    B: She always ………… a candle. 

1) begins  2) brings 3) lights  4) burns 
4. A: Is it the cheapest way of getting to Isfahan? 
    B: No, it’s ………… not the cheapest. There is another way. 

1) regularly 2) certainly  3) carefully 4) nicely 
5. A: What did they do?  B: They ………… phone numbers.  

1) celebrated 2) explained 3) spoke 4) exchanged 
6. A: Do you ………… traveling to other planets? B: Sometimes I do. 

1) imagine  2) want  3) escape  4) exist 
7. A: Did the students answer all the questions correctly? 
    B: No, two of them ………… some mistakes. 

1) kept  2) made  3) took  4) did 
8. A: What are you going to buy? 
    B: I’m going to buy two ………… of bread and a ………… of pizza. 

1) loaf/ slice 2) slice/ loaf  3) loaves/ slices  4) loaves/ slice 
9. A: The children say the booklet is very useful. 
    B: It may be less useful than it ………… at first.  

1) arrives  2) appears  3) surfs 4) searches 
10. A: Did you tell her the news? 
      B: I didn’t tell her because I was ………… upsetting her.  

1) afraid of  2) amazed at  3) sorry for 4) interested in  
 
 




